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Balak
"f.o, it is apeopte tbat dwells alone and is not reckoned among the
nations.'' Rabbi futosbe Chaim €phraim sudlikouer paraphrased
this verse thus: "He shall not reckon with nations.', Tir" secret of
Israel's survival among the nations lies in the fact that he has gone
his own way and has lived his own life regardress of what other
nations might think and say of him, in scorn or praise.

There is no need today to improoe on that staiement of principles
and purposes. It remains as clear, as resorute, and as variitoday as
when ftrst stated. But it is worth reminding ourselves of this pledge
as we turn our attention and energies to the problems we now face
both outside and within our society, problems very different from
those we confronted years ago. \ilze have a duty io be frank and
realistic with one another.

There are those who are beginning to shake their heads with
concern over what they regard as the approaching demise of the
uniQue Jewish way of life. They shourd relax. The time for
obsequies is not at hand. It is doubtful if it ever will arrive unless
our social structure completely falls apart, which is unlikely. Never-
theless, we have only to skim the surface of our American society
to sense that this is, indeed, a time of uncertainty.

Something too was amiss in the countries of Amon and Moab.
It- was unsettling, like the sound of running footsteps in the dead
of night. The Amonites and Moabites were frustiated, cynicar,
angry and above all-genuinely worried.

The Jews refused to mingle with them_a newly ..arrived,, group
of- people desired to practice self-discrimination and separat" ih..-
selves from their neighbors with a separate religion, lifesiyle, culture,
history, family and society; 

"r, 
ibrupt abandonment of what

appeared to be the epitome of civilization. Nobody can say whether
the Amonites and Moabites were typical, but their tho.rghts *ere
strikingly uniform.

They felt a way of life slipping from them. They yearned for
continuation of their hedonistic folkways and mores, but despaired
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of maintaining it. They felt patronized, their wisdom belittled, their
fear and anger rising in direct ratio to the rise in Judaic Law and
Order and they didn't know what to do about any of it.

Together, Amon and fo[,oab were considered to be the greatest

reservoir of economic military and moral strength in the world of
that age. They desired to use that strength to safeguard their
freedom and to address the grave problems that confronted them.

The normal dangers of'aBilam's occupation (instigating orgiastic
perversions of the Torah's commandments) were exacerbated by
lack of tangible success, by the manifold frustrations of ftghting a
counterinsurgency/ by trying alternately to kill or "win the hearts
and minds" of people he could not talk to. He knew the war was

unwinnable, that the Jews and the population were interchangeable,
and that therefore the entire Am Yisroel was the enemy.

As depicted, Bilam was an orthodox, hard-shell Rasha often

aware of his own inadequacies, yet afraid of giving offense. To him

intransigence was the rule of conduct and flexibility was but a

temporary expediency to be resorted to in time of need and reneged

on when circumstances change.
It is nearly incredible that two veteran politicians, lisro and

Bilam, both of whom had previously witnessed Jewish history unfold
before their eyes in glorious splendor, can draw such opposite

conclusions about the Jewish nation's future, about the nature of

man's personality and intelligence, the cause and meaning of his

existence, the conduct of his life.
Likewise, it is not so much that we have forgotten what Torah-

true Judaism stands for. It's that so many of our fellow co-religion-

ists are at best embarrassed or defensive or apologetic about our

history, and at worst some are ashamed and angered by it-or claim

to be. So they've not forgotten, they've reneged.
A man expressed his wish in the presence of the Belzer Rebbe

to die like a good Jew. The Rebbe commented: "Such a wish is

wrong. It's like the wish of Bilam, 'May my soul die the death of

the righteous !' Desire rather that you may live like a good Jew,
and it will follow as a consequence that you will die a good Jew."

Many of our fellow co-religionists have decided the old values

don't apply anymore/ and they're out to destroy what remains of

our nation's traditional values as fast as they can, and to replace
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them with a totally new fashion-a style of mush, without hard
calls of duty or the discipline of speciftc, weil-deftned goals. To
Bilam and his followers-several centuries removed-the past is a
foreign country: they do things difierently there.

The new fashion of Bilam scorns the past. It denigrates the insti-
tutions our forbearers built. It attacks home, school, shul, marriage,
family, Iove of Eretz Yisroel, yes even love of self, for the most
extreme and well publicized of this irk craim they have no self
respect. The new fashion says there are no absolutes-no truth, no
falsity, no right, no wrong. All is relative, and all is of a certain
sameness. The new fashion says no goals are worth the effort, that
accomplishment is luck, that achievement is arbitrary, that therefore
we can all do our own thing-without fear of punishment or
accountability. The new fashion clothes a paucity of thought in a
smoke screen of verbiage or puts a prussian helmet, greatcJat, and
c_avalry boots on a pip squeak of an idea, the object being intimi_
dation rather than elucidation.

\7e have, however, regarded ourselves, as a special people,
motivated by ideals that have held us apart from the sordid l.civili-
zation" of the Old Vorld (Egypt, Amon, fotoab, K'naan, Amalek\
from which we fled.

It is difficult to generate much concern for the future if man does
not seriously believe that the world is going somewhere. . . . The
point is that we don't operate in a vacuum. \we're a focal point of
conflict between attitudes and ideas. !7e shourd rededicate our-
selves to this commitment. This foundation has well served the
purpose for which it was created. It will go on serving these pur_
poses/ even in the face of new difficulties, as long as we continue
our common resolve. The shape of today's policies was determined
by yesterday's debates; the shape of tomorrow,s is being decided
today' \7e live in a time of transition in which many things separate
the present and above all the future, from the p"rt. H,r-"nity, in
general, is armoured in indifference, encircled by bureauc.a.y,
isolated from reality and the temper of the times.

!7e, the Am lisrael must address the serious problems we face
and review the steps we must take to deal with them. We, as a
nation is what should concern us not what the nations will
reckon' Renewal of our commitment to this credo, recognized even
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by Bilam as our unique inheritance is the most important of these
purposes. Jewry, unconditionally and unequivocally, remains true

to the commitments undertaken when we said "Na'seb'l'nisbmah,"

to be a " Qoi Kodosb" and "futanleches Kobanhn." 
'We 

must pre-

serve the quality and integrity of our commitment on the basis of

unQualified participation, not on the basis of partial membership

or special arrangements. The commitment to collective "uniQueness"

must be complete if it is to be cedible. It must be unqualifted if it is

to be reliable.
Remember! A Jew is at home everyhwere. ls it r^ot true that

lJasbem accompanies and guides him?
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